
Up to Four Process
Proof of Concepts

Validate your approach
with our technology and
automation experts

360 Degree Service Provider
Our team's proficiency spans across planning and
advising, building and promoting, running and
managing, and measuring and improving, ensuring a
holistic migration approach with full support options.

Estimated Duration

Typical Pod Structure

Ashling Partners
"Automate to Innovate"

START YOUR INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION JOURNEY 

info@ashlingpartners.com
www.ashlingpartners.com

Schedule a consultation with 
an automation expert.

Work with one of the largest service providers in North
America with a laser focus on hyperautomation. 

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Why move to Microsoft Power Platform?

KEEP PACE WITH
THE COMPETITON

COST EFFICIENCY 
& OPTIMIZATION

ENABLE DATA-
DRIVEN DECISIONS

DIFFERENTIATORS

SERVICE BREAKDOWN

RELATED OFFERINGS

ADVISORY AND COE SERVICES

MANAGED SERVICES (mROC)

APPLIED AI SERVICES

Led by business consultants familiar with your industry objectives, offering their
strategic guidance.  Learn more about where you can automate next, and
importantly, the value impact it would have across your organization.

Our Modern Robotic Operating Center ensures automations that have been
migrated run smoothly for the long-term with active monitoring, proactive
maintenance, and break-fix support tied to SLAs.  Includes 8x5 or 24/7 coverage.

Raise the bar by adding AI into your processes after they are migrated! 
Examples include extracting data out of documents, making business decisions
without a human involved, generating content, and much more!

A rapid, comprehensive package designed to evaluate and kickstart your
company's migration from any existing RPA platform. This free workshop and
accelerated assessment provides the insights and foundational steps necessary
to embark on a successful migration.  It is crafted to deliver maximum executive
insight and strategic direction while minimizing potential risks.

With our expert resources, actionable deliverables, and strategic planning, you'll be well-equipped to
take on the challenges of an automation migration with confidence and clarity.

Elite Microsoft Expertise
 

We are a recognized Microsoft Solutions Partner who
specializes in supporting migrations from other RPA
platforms to the Microsoft ecosystem.  Choose a
partner that has over 70 unique Microsoft certs.

Tremendous RPA Expertise
 

Ranked as an industry leader by Forrester in the
RPA services segment, Ashling Partners has deep
experiences across many of the source RPA
platforms you may be considering moving from.

Supported Source Platforms

Supported Target Platform

Prioritized Process &
Automation Backlog
Complete backlog with
recommended priority by
business value

Full Planning &
Execution Proposal

Detailed proposal for the full
migration project, including
strategic recommendations

(Free) Pre-Assessment
Workshop

Scoping Total 
Effort to Migrate

High Level Objective &
Viability Questionnarre

Document Current
State Inventory

Technical & Complexity
Assessment

Microsoft License
Requirement Review

Cost/Benefit 
& Impact Analysis

Migration Assessment
Executive One Pager

Need something else?

We can customize this offering
to meet your business needs!

Reach out to learn more...

Any Existing RPA Configuration
 

BluePrism, Automation Anywhere, etc.

Microsoft Power Platform
Including Power Automate Desktop, Power
Automate, Power Apps, Copilot and more...

(1) Client Principal or (1) Business Analyst
(2) Microsoft Migration Specialists
 

Roles subject to pre-sales discovery

4+ Weeks
 

Timeline subject to pre-sales discovery

ALSO INCLUDES...

Modernized applications that
leverage AI are the new norm

Maximize the ROI of any previous
investments in Microsoft

Add analytical capabilities for real-
time dashboards and insights

Our Value-first Philosophy
 

We are deeply committed to ensuring the bots
migrated to Power Automate Desktop make the
most sense for your ROI - and this guidance is a
part of our full implementation.


